INTERCOMS

FLIGHTTECH ITC-401-ENRI PORTABLE INTERCOM

The ITC-401-ENRI 2-place intercom features the Enhanced Noise Reduction Intercoms circuit in a basic, small size. With ENRI, the problems common with voice activated intercoms are eliminated. There are no squelch controls to adjust, no automatic squelch circuits that keep changing levels, only one single volume control. ENRI continuously monitors background noise picked up by the headset microphone and eliminates it, even while talking. Excellent for open cockpit aircraft. 9V Battery Power. • Pilot/All Switch • Available with cable and standard plugs or with preassembled 2-place cable. P/N 11-00822 $169.95

FLIGHTTECH ITC-2003-ENRI REMOTE PANEL MOUNT INTERCOM

The ITC-2003-ENRI features ENRI technology, a unique design, a small panel control unit and a remote intercom unit. The small control panel consists of a Volume control and a Pilot/All Switch that presses only 1"x 1.5". The 4.75" x 6.5" x 1.75" intercom unit is only 4.6"x 3.1"x 1.7" and included mounting tabs. Because of D.C. switching and control between the panel control and the intercom, the mounting location is not critical. Simply mount the intercom unit in an easy to reach location, run cables to the headphone Jacks and power and a small six conductor cable to the panel control unit. The Electronic Noise Reduction feature is exclusive to FlightTech Intercoms and allows for quiet communications without the background noise common to Voice Operated Squelch controlled intercom. With ENRI, the microphones are active at all times, ENRI monitors the background noise and eliminates it allowing only the headset user’s voice to pass. 12V or 24V Power: 12V or 24V • 2-Place Intercom (mono) P/N 11-01181 $199.95 • 2-Place Intercom (stereo) P/N 11-02216 $199.00

ITC-2003-ENRI 2-place intercom panel mount Note: Will not work w/ the unamplified dynamic mic. 11-01354 $279.95

FLIGHTTECH ITC-401TC INTERCOM

ITC-401TC is different from the rest of the ITC-401 series in that the “Noise Reduction” control is located on the front of the intercom, rather than an internal “Set and Forget” adjustment. The ITC-401TC is available in versions with cables and plugs for panel or handheld radios and they include the following: ITC-401TC, Standard cable and plugs for panel jacks P/N 11-03201 $169.95

ITC-401TC-1, Cable and plugs for the ICOM, A22, A3, A24 & A33 P/N 11-03202 $169.95

ITC-401TC-23, Cable & plug for the ICOM A23 & A5 P/N 11-03203 $169.95

FLIGHTTECH ITC-2001-ENRI 2PLACE PORTABLE STEREO INTERCOM


Model Description Part No. Price
ITC-2001-ENRI 2-place portable intercom w/ENRI 11-11768 $229.95
ITC-402P-ENRI Full feature panel mount intercom designed for the pilot with a two place aircraft 11-00926 $219.95
ITC-404SP-ENRI 4-place stereo intercom panel mount 11-01354 $279.95
ITC-2001I 2 Place Intercom for use with ICOM A22, A24 And A6 Radios 11-07010 $234.95

Model Description Part No. Price
Pre-Assembled Cables
ITC-404S-P 2-place Cable 11-01372 $130.95
ITC-404S-P 4-place Cable 11-01378 $138.95
ITC-2003 2-place Cable 11-01379 $139.95
ITC-2003 4-place Cable 11-01380 $138.95
ITC-404S-P Interface Cable 11-01381 $29.95

SOFTCOMM PANEL MOUNT INTERCOMS

ATC-2P (2-passenger), ATC-4P (4-passenger) & ATC-6P (6-passenger) panel-mounted intercoms are so compact that they fit most anywhere in the aircraft’s panel. Designed to mount either horizontally or vertically, these panel-mounted intercoms will fit any homebuilt, business aircraft, or general aviation aircraft in production today, and offer stereo or mono sound. The panel-mounted intercom has an exclusive Softcomm feature of a back-up battery (9V) that affords power to the intercom when the aircraft’s master power is shut off or fails in flight. The battery is automatically switched off when aircraft power is present and on when absent. The panel-mounted intercom offers SoftComm’s features of Recorder-In and Recorder-Out. A miniature remote audio panel houses this feature and can be located anywhere the pilot prefers. This allows recording of clearances, flight logs, enroute weather and flight events. The ATC-2P, ATC-4P, & ATC-6P panel-mounted intercoms come complete with mounting instructions, wiring diagrams, all required microphone and headphone jacks, audio input jacks, and bi-directional mounted nomencal plates. These intercoms are supplied with pre-tested 8 ft. cable assembly terminated into a DB25 pin connector. Size: 1"h x 2.5"w x 6"d. Power 12Vdc. Weight: 25oz., 3yr warranty.

The ITC-402P Enhanced Noise Reduction Intercom is a small, easy-to-install intercom designed for the pilot who flies a two or four place aircraft. Featuring single volume control operation, the ITC-402P pilot and passenger enjoy quiet communications on those long cross country trips. The ITC-402P includes a stereo auxiliary audio input. To prevent missing ATC communications, the music is muted when either audio from the communication radio is present or the audio from the new ITC-404-S-P has full auxiliary Stereo in and Stereo out, with dual function muting. Features: • Enhanced Noise Reduction Technology • No Squelch circuits or controls • Size: 2.1"w x 1.2"h x 3.1"t • Single Volume Control Operation • Pilot/All Isolation Switch • Pilot and Copilot Push-to-Talk Switch Inputs • Stereo Music Input w/Muting • 12 to 28VDC operation — Cellular Phone interface, include phone cable.

Model Description Part No. Price
ITC-404SP 4-place stereo intercom panel mount Note: Will not work w/ the unamplified dynamic mic. 11-01354 $279.95

SOFTCOMM PORTABLE INTERCOMS

These top quality, economical intercom systems are perfect for any type aircraft and are compatible with any standard headset. Features include automatic on/off power control and a pilot isolate switch (ATC-4 only). The intercoms are 9V DC portable or panel mountable with pilot and copilot transmit as a standard feature. These intercoms can be used with other equipment to record instructions or play cassette music. The new model of the ATC-2 has reduced size and weight, and a front-panel mounted PTT switch. The improved ATC-4 and ATC-6 also have a new dual transmit design. All units have aux power cord and stereo cable. With pilot isolate and push-to-talk switch model the ATC-2 is a 2-place portable intercom designed for the student pilot. It has an innovative feature that allows all CFI and ATC instruction to be recorded on a standard cassette player for future study. It is 9V battery powered and is compatible with all general aviation receivers and radios. 2-Place Portable (mono) ATC-2Y P/N 11-05818 $176.95

4-Place Portable (mono) ATC-4Y P/N 11-05819 $184.95

4-Place Portable (stereo) ATC-4S P/N 11-05905 $211.95

SOFTCOMM INTERCOMS FOR ULTRALIGHTS

These Softcomm Intercoms are specially designed to operate with today’s transceivers in mind. The ATC-2i models are full featured intercoms with Record-In and Record-out, a PTT switch mounted in the face plate and a “AUX power” input for using aircraft power instead of the 9 VDC battery(S). Listen to CB’s, CD players and AM/FM radios while in flight. Features music “MUTE” circuit, volume control and “squelch” adjustment. Housed in a rugged ABS case with a space for 2 batteries, these intercoms are compact and fully portable.

Model Description Part No. Price
ATC-2I-A22 Icom, IC-A22, A25 11-00317 $175.95
ATC-2I-A20 Icom, Delco and Bendix King radios 11-07700 $173.95
ATC-2I-A22 Icom’s A-22 compact transceiver 11-07710 $173.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice